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SUMMAR Y
Tables of stiffness and carry-over factor are pre-
sented for infinitely long flat plates subjected to a
uniformly distributed longitudinal compressive load. The
tables are intended for use in solving problems in the
stability of structures composed of plates under com-
proszion,
INTRODUCT _01[
The method of moment distribution, originally de-
n
ve__oped bjy Iiardy Cross (reference l) as a convenient
meuns of stress analysis, wa._ extended (reference 2) to
solve Droblen_ in the stability of bars under axial load.
For efficient use of the method, t_bles of stiffness and
carr_---over factor for bars in tension and compression
we-"e _e_red and oublished in reference 3
T"'e us_fuln@s_ of the method of moment distribution
in de2,1ing with p_oblems in the stability of bar struc-
tures s_._.gg_ested that the method be extended to apply to
problems in the stability of p!at,_ structures. As struc-
tures made up of thin plates increase in com_lexity,
rigoro'_s application of the classical theory for the
buckling of thin plstes becomes more and more cumbersome,
and s_ :_ore practicable method of dealing witL such prob-
lems becomes desirable. By suitable extensions of the
_efinitions of quantities as used in reference 2 in the
method o_" moment distribution, the entire group of formu-
las _nd rel_tions associated with this metho_ may be re-
tained intact for direct aPl_licaticn to plate structures.
(See reference 4.)
2in or'_er to apply the method of moment distribution
to problems in the stability of plate structures, it is
necessary to know the stiffness and the carry--over factor
of a plate under compression, for various conditions of
edge _upport and restraint. Tables of these quantities
have been prepared and are presented in this report.
SYMBOLS
E modulus of elasticity
nondimensional coefficient that takes into account
reduction of modulus of elasticity for stresses
above the elastic range. _ithin the elastic
range, _ = i; above the elastic range, _ < 1
(see reference 5).
PoissonVs ratio




f!exura! stiffness of plate i Et3 1
"i2(i- _)
effective flexura_, stiffness for stresses above
elastic range





half ::ave length oi" buckles in longitudinal direction
/ bY
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3'Th'e symbols use& to designate the-_tiffne_s and
oarry-.-.o,ver factor for the different types of support and
















C III = 0
C,!v = -I
Far edge SU,loported and. elastically
restrained against rotation
]F_r •edge .-,Jit h restraint
supported no
against rotation
Far edge free (no support and no
restraint against rotation)
Far eige supported and subjected to
I- sinusoidai!y distributed moment
i equa], and opposite to moment applied
i at near edge
The. qu.antitios S I C !, S II
corresoond to the quantities S t
specti_ely, in reference 2.
, and C II of this paper
, CI ,, SS'_,,and_CS,_ re-
DEF Ii_IT I0i_S
Stiffness and ca,.rry-over factor.-The solution of
the _ifferential equation for the critical compressive
stress of an infinitel:,- long plate with given edge re-
straints reveals that, when the plate buckles, the mo--
ment_ and the rotations at both edges of the plate vary
sinuso±dally along the edges and are in phase with each
other. The ratio of moment per unit length at any point
along the edge to the rotation at that point is there-
fore c0nstant along the edge for a given wave length.
LFrom these considerations, it is possible to write the
follo_,:inz definitions of stiffness and carry--over factor:
Stiffness: If an infinitely long flat plate is
under longitudinal compression , with one unloaded edge
on an unyielding support, the ratio of moment per unit
length at _,ny point along thi_ Unloa_ed edge to the ro-
tation in quarter-ra_.ians at that point ,:_hen the moment
is _Listributed sinusoi_aliy is called the stlffness of
the plate.
Carry-over factor: The ratio of the moment per unit
length _eveloped at any point along the far unloaded edge
to the applied moment per unit length at the correspond-
ing position along the near unioade_ edge is called the
aa_'_ovor factor of the plate.
The foregoing _efinitions make it poszible to use
fo_-plates stiffnesses an_. carry--over factors exactly
ana.!ogous to those used for bars (references 2 to 4).
The particular definitions of stiffness and carry-over
factor depend upon the conditions of support and the
amount of restraint against rotation at the far edge.
Tables ! and II do not give directly the values of
stiffness, but of stiffness divided by a factor D/b,
to be defined presently. The actual stiffne_ses are
therefo_'e obtained by multiplying the values in the
tabl(_s bY _/b, The value of C is rea_ directly from
the tables.
•
Sl___n conventiom_-- A clock_ise moment acting on the _
edge of ,_ plate is positive. A positive moment acting
at a point along the edge of a plate produces positive
rotation of the plate at that point.
TABLES
Formulas Used in Calculation
 uantitie SlX/( /b) '
siV/(D/b), and C are tab'aiate_ in table I against k
fo_ v_Lzious values ef the parameter k/b, the ratio of
the half _vave length of the buckles to the Width of the
5i
plc.te. The o,uantity S!II/(D/b) is given only for
v,alues of kTb greater than unity and for values of k
that cover the range expected to be needed in the solu-
tion of practical problems. The quantity SIII/(D'/b)
for values of k/b other than those in t_b].e I is given
in ts_le II. The _t_t_ness _T ai.d carry-over factor CI
that apply when the far ed_e of the plate is elastically
restrained are dependent on the _zestraint of tile far edge
and c_n be computed by the formulas given in reference 4.

































































In order to obtain values accurate to the numb_l- of
significant figures given in the tables, the computatio_s
were made by using either eight or ten significant fig-
ures. In certain instances the computations involved
the use of r:ather small dif±'e_'ences of large numbers,
which redt%eed the accuracy of some of the final values
to five significant figures. Eouations (i), (2), and (3)
werG used in the form and order given to calculate the
second, third, and fourth columns, in table ,I._ The fifth
column _./as obtained by squaring the second column. The
sixth column was obtained by squaring the fourth column
and multiplying by the fifth column; the sixth column was
therefore made to depend upon all precedin_ columns. All
values were then tabulate& to as many significant fig-
ures as were allows& by the computations and the differ-
ences for the sixth column were studied. An independent
chech was made for a series of values throughout the
tables ,_tz well as for values where errors were suggested
by irregular difference_. After any necessary c_rrec-
tions we_"e made, the values given in the seventh column
were computed. Differences for thi_ column were then
studied and corrm=tmd _,here errors were note& by irregu-
lar differences. The values SIII/(_/b) _iven in table
II _rere computed from equation (5) to the degree of ac-
curacy D'_'eviously mentioned and were indepen_iently
cheoke_ for errors by the method of differences. Some
of these values are also included in table i.
Langley l[emo_ial Aeronautical Laboratory,
N ptional Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Va.
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TABLE II.- VALUES OF
SIII
Concluded
47
cr,
!
,-.1
0
.I
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
1.0
I.I
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0
0
.I
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
1.0
6
0.0921666
.0731585
.0534150
.0328910
.0115378
-.0106976
-.0338725
-.0580497
-.0832973
-.109690
-.137310
-.166246
-.196598
-.228474
-.261994
-._97292
8
0.0527543
.0412402
.0294648
.0174189
.00509280
-.00782375
-.0204414
-.0336714
-.0472256
-.0611162
-.0753564
I0
0.0340397
.0264110
.0186669
.0108122
.00283687
-.00525943
-.0134795
-.0218264
-.0303031
-.0389127
-.0476585
15
0.0152524
.0117431
.00821033
.00465378
.00107323
-.00253159
-.00616093
-.00981505
-.0134942
-.0171987
-.0209287
-.0899599 -
-.1O4941 -
-.120315 -
-.136098 -
-.152307
.0565437
.0655720
.0747468
.0840718
.09355O9
o--.
--..--.m..
mo.m.ww------
--mm
mIW.--..mIm
2O
0.00860406
.0066O609
.00460053
.00258735
.000566493
-.00146208
-.00349841
-.00554255
-.00759455
-.00965444
-.0117223
..--.----------
-.334516
-.373831
-.415421
-.459493
-.506279
-.168960
-.186075
-.203673
-.221775
-.240404
!
.103188
.112987
.122953
.133089
.143400
...mm--_wIm m----_q
25
0.00551392
.00422803
.00293900
.00164683
.000351509
-.000946985
-.00224866
-.00355352
-.00486159
-.OO617288
-.00748739
3O
0.00383188
.00293617
.00203895
.00114020
.000239931
-.OOO661869
-.00156520
-.00247008
-.00337649
-.00428445
-.00519396
4O
0.00215698
.00165162
.00114577
.000639439
.000132625
-.000374672
-.000882457
-.00139073
-.00189948
-.00240873
-.00291846
5O
0.00138093
.00105704
.000732954
.000408670
.0000841882
-.000240492
-.000565372
-.000890451
-.00121573
-.00154121
-.00186688

